
December 2020 Replique

Every month Annique send the Replique to all consultants
This is a magazing JUST for consultants and is filled with product info,
testimonials, tips, tricks, selling ideas and much much more.
This is a fun exercise to help you get to know this months' Replique
And you get points for doing it
BUT - you need to obtain a minimum of 85% (30/35) for the quiz to be able to
obtain the points
If you don't obtain 85% you will get a second chance the following month, with
the new months' Replique (if you are still a consultant in training)
If you ask fellow team members for the answers you will be disqualified from
obtaining these points

Name *

First Name Last Name

Email *

example@example.com

1. Which costs must you include when putting gift boxes and combos together? *

2. At which university did Dr Tandeka Magcwebeba do extensive research on rooibos? *

3. Which key ingredient in Revitalising Cream revives dull skin and plumps and firms it. *

4. How much will your customer save when buying the Spa Special Combo? *
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5. Who wrote an article about Festive Season Selling *

6. How many people were in the independent panel of people who tested the Revitalising Cream?
*

7. Which summer skin solution will help prevent sunburn? *

8. Which Resque produc will help with mosquites and headaches. *

9. Which two ingredients are found in the drink that will help with IBS and a poor immune system?
*

10. On which page are Summer Skin Solutions discussed? *

11. Which range provides the solution to every skin concern, leaving you with one less thing to 
worry about? *

12. What can ZeroTox help prevent If you drink two before you go on a night out? *

13. Which product helped Nadene Daniels with her C-section scar? *

14. Which product will alleviate unhealthy cravings *

15. Rooibos May assist in the prevention of … *
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16. Which gift should you be giving this festive season? *

17. Which producr protects against age related decline? *

18. What should each Annique consultant give to the less fortnate this month? *

19. Who gave a testimonial about the OptiFlora? *

20. Which Forever Healthy product can relieve bloating, diarrhoea, constipation & indigesion? *

21. What kind of stories are advertised on page 10? *

22. How many RoyalTEA points will you receive if you buy a regular priced Forever Young and 
Essense product. *

23. What kind of boxes die Monika Basson buy to use as her Annique gifting boxes? *

24. Who gave a testimonial about reversing wrinkles? *

25. How many products are in the Away with ageing skin combo *

26. Which product can you use for your dogs who get the sniffles? *

27. If you place an order for this amount you will be able to buy the Superfood white for only R69 *
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28. Which is the most common cancer in South Africa *

29. What size is the Bonus Size of Revitalising Cream? *

30. What is the name of the antioxidants found in Rooibos? *

31. Which combo number is Secret Santa for the men in your life? *

32. Which product provides all day energy? *

33. What is the name given to the combo that contains BB Cream and Nude Lipstick? *

34. Which tea will help to say bye-bye to bladder infections? *

35. Whose clients started ordering more once she started personalising her parcels and 
deliveries? *
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